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Current Members

- President: Xiao(Cosmo) Zhang
- Treasurer: Ruby Tahboub
- PGSG Senator: Eslam Almorshdy
- PGSG Senator Alternate: Xi Tan
- Travel Grants Chair: Amgad Madkour
- Faculty Search: Pablo Robles-Granda, Michael Shuey
- Webmaster: Denis Ulybyshev
- Graduate Committee PhD: Mohammed Almeshekah
- Graduate Committee MS: Lu Xu
- Undergraduate Committee: Javid Habibi
- Socials: Radhika Bhargava
- CoS Deans Advisory Council: Yongyang Yu
Website

http://www.cs.purdue.edu/gsb
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GSB Duties

- Represent CS Graduate Students of the department
- Organize Social Events
- Review Travel Grants
- Mentor Junior Students
Student Representatives

- Represent the students in department, college, and university committees
- Meet with corporate sponsors to help bridge the gap between sponsor and student interests
- Contribute to faculty and head search
- If you need a graduate student opinion, call/email/visit us.
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Social Events

- Monthly communication and interaction among graduate students
- Sports
- Hiking, wild exploration
- Corporate sponsored tech talks and career fair
Travel Grants

- Sponsor students to attend conferences with their distinguished research results
  - Each award is now approximately $1000
  - Usually, about 2-4 students each year
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Mentoring

- Construct student networking
- Promote grad student discussion
- Organize tech talks
- Prepare survival Guide for new students
- Provide counselling
Get Involved with CS-GSB

- Event and Award Sponsorship
  - Name an event / award after your company
  - Associate your company's name with internal products for graduate students
  - Shape your Corporate Image among graduate students
- Tech Talks
Get Involved with CS-GSB

- More intern positions for graduate students
- Enhance the mutual understanding between your company and Grad Students
- Strengthen the link between your company and Grad Students and Purdue CS
- Create potential opportunities for research cooperation with Purdue CS
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Questions??

We are always available at gsb@cs.purdue.edu